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Abstract 
Purpose-Multiple studies have shown that spectral analysis 
of tissue autofluorescence can be used as a live indicator for 
various pathophysiological states of cardiac tissue, including 
ischemia, ablation-induced damage, or scar formation. Yet 
today there are no percutaneous devices that can detect 
autofluorescence signals from inside a beating heart. Our aim 
was to develop a prototype catheter to demonstrate the 
feasibility of doing so. 
Methods and Results-Here we summarize technical solu
tions leading to the development of a percutaneous catheter 
capable of multispectral imaging of intracardiac surfaces. 
The process included several iterations of light sources, 
optical fi.ltering, and image acquisition techniques. The 
developed system included a compliant balloon, 355 nm 
laser irradiance, a high-sensitivity CCD, bandpass filtering, 
and image acquisition synchronized with the cardiac cycle. It 
enabled us to capture autofluorescence images from multiple 
spectral bands within the visible range while illuminating the 
endocardial surface with ultraviolet light. Principal compo
nent analysis and other spectral unmixing post-processing 
algorithms were then used to reveal target tissue. 
Conclusion-Based on the success of our prototype system, 
we are confident that the development of ever more sensitive 
cameras, recent advances in tunable filters, fiber bundles, and 
other optical and computational components makes it 
possible to create percutaneous catheters capable of acquir
ing hyper or multispectral hypercubes, including those based 
on autofluorescence, in real-time. This opens the door for 
widespread use of this methodology for high-resolution 
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intraoperative imaging of internal tissues and organs-in
cluding cardiovascular applications. 
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ablation, Hyperspectral imaging. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

AF Atrial fibrillation 
Auf-HSI Autofluorescence hyperspectral imaging 
CCD Charged coupled device 
LA Left atrium 
LCTF Liquid crystal tunable filter 
LED Light emitting diode 
NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
RF Radiofrequency 
UV Ultraviolet Light 

INTRODUCTION 

The Clinical Need 

In-surgery identification of an acutely damaged 
muscle is a holy grail of atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation 
procedures. AF is the most common cardiac arrhyth
mia affecting more than 2.3 million Americans.9 Its 
incidence rises with age, bringing the estimated lifetime 
risk of AF in the United States to 22-26%. 26 AF 
represents a major factor in morbidity associated with 
cardiac causes and their medical costs. In addition, 
untreated AF increases the risk of stroke by five times. 
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Pharmacological options to treat AF include life-long 
regimens of anti-arrhythmic drugs and anticoagulants 
that can be effective for some patients. However in 
many cases, AF remains unresponsive to drug therapy 
and there are compounding issues of life-long adher
ence to drug regimens and the possibility of interac
tions with medications taken for comorbid conditions. 
Therefore, in the last two decades minimally invasive 
surgical intervention using percutaneous ablation ca
theters became a mainstream option to treat AF. 8 

However, despite its demonstrated effectiveness in a 
significant number of treated patients, AF often re
turns within weeks or months after surgery. AF 
recurrence rates after a single catheter ablation pro
cedure range from 30 to 50%, 11 often requiring re
peated surgery. The main reason for AF recurrence is 
the remaining viability gaps between the lesions cre
ated to electrically isolate AF triggers. The employed 
electroanatomical mapping systems (EAMS) are ex
tremely useful to monitor patterns of electrical activ
ity,24 yet they are not capable of pointing to a specific 
cause of electrical isolation. The latter may result from 
tissue necrosis, functional changes in reversibly injured 
cells, or temporary edema. In the case of edema, it 
subsides after a few weeks, potentially restoring elec
trical conduction. The spatial resolution of EAMS is 
also inferior to an optical means to observe the surface 
to be ablated (i.e., millimeters for electrical mapping 
vs. microns in the case of an optical approach). Thus, 
anatomical peculiarities or small islands of viable tis
sue can escape EAMS detection. A percutaneous de
vice that provides for in-vivo, real-time visualization of 
acutely ablated tissue (as well as any scarred tissue 
from previous ablations to avoid re-ablating the same 
sites) can be of great help to improve the success rates 
of AF ablation procedures and minimize its compli
cations. 

Another important clinical target is an in-vivo 
identification of myocardial scars. Physiological 
assessment and visualization of myocardial scar tissue 
can be critically important for the treatment of ven
tricular and supraventricular arrhythmias by reducing 
surgical time and improving the effectiveness of car
diac ablation procedures.2,3,34 It can also help to im
prove future stem cell and other injection-based 
therapies to aid infarct repair.36 Current non-invasive 
methods of imaging myocardial scar tissue include 
different modalities of cardiac MRJ, 2,4 27 PET,34 and 
single photon emission computed tomography. 17 3o,3 i 

These methods are effective pre-surgery means to 
visualize the bulk of the scar within the myocardial 
wall. Yet, they are poorly suited for high-resolution 
intraoperative surgical guidance. A direct, high-reso
lution view of the cardiac substrate to be ablated 
would be a preferred approach. Several minimally 
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invasive, catheter-based methods are currently being 
developed to address this clinical need. Among them 
intracardiac echocardiography, 7 optical coherence 
tomography, 15,42 ,43 photoacoustic imaging, 10•22 infra
red hyperspectral imaging32•37 and polarization spec
troscopy-based I catheters. None of these techniques 
rely on a spectral analysis of tissue autofluorescence. 
Yet if the latter is implemented, it will have multiple 
advantages. First, it does not need contrast agents 
since it relies on intrinsic changes in tissue absorption, 
scattering, and endogenous autofluorescence. Second, 
it can be used to report multiple tissue states-normal 
unablated myocardium, ischemic myocardium with an 
induced rise in NADH levels, acutely injured myo
cardium with a near complete loss of NADH, or scar 
tissue with a buildup of highly fluorescent collagen 
once injured tissue heals. 21•33 Importantly, in addition 
to capturing changes in the NADH or collagen levels, 
analysis of autofluorescence also reveals a buildup of 
protein-lipid oxidation products, the formation of 
lipofuscin and other pigments, and/or protein coagu
lation due to changes in light scattering. 

The patient pool for minimally invasive cardiac 
surgeries will continue to increase because of a growing 
population demographic. In addition to diagnostic 
cardiologists and interventional radiologists, cardio
thoracic surgeons and endovascular/vascular surgeons 
are performing catheter-based procedures in cath lab 
settings. This creates a compelling case to develop 
advanced imaging tools that can make intracardiac 
ablation and injection procedures safer and more effi
cient. To address this need, our team has been devel
oping percutaneous imaging catheter systems capable 
of acquiring tissue autofluorescence profiles that can 
reveal the above mentioned clinical targets such as 
ablation lesion sites and/or scar tissue (Fig. I). 

Other Catheter Systems 

Currently, there is only one commercial visualiza
tion catheter that can identify endocardial structures. 
CardioFocus provides a closed-ended balloon catheter, 
as part of its HeartLight® Endoscopic Ablation Sys
tem. 13 The visualization system provided by Heart
Light® utilizes white light for illumination. Therefore, 
it is poorly suited to identify ablation sites since the 
endocardial collagen layer is also white and obscures 
damage to the muscle beneath it.35 There are also 
fluorescence-based endoscopes that can be used for 
non-cardiac targets, including tumor resection or gui
ded surgery.40•41 These devices combine the use of 
fluorescence imaging with the visible light imaging 
capabilities of a traditional endoscopic imaging sys
tem. Yet these devices are not designed for percuta
neous access and are not suitable to operate in blood-
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Under UV Auf-HSI composite 

Under UV Auf-HSI composite 

FIGURE 1. Envisioned Imaging of cardiac targets using an Auf-HSI catheter. The illustrative images shown here are from our 
earlier bench studies including (a) excised porcine left atrium (details in Muselimyan et a/.28 ) and (b) excised rat heart ventricles 
(details in Swift et al. 38}.The color map Includes: green for lesion sites, red Is healthy tissue, blue for scar, and white blood vessels. 
(a) On the left of the figure ls a diagram depicting the catheter situated in the left pulmonary vein, which is common for AF ablation. 
The middle and right images are views of the ablated atrial surface. Middle Image under UV and the right is an unmixed Auf-HSI 
composite. Scale bar-1 cm. (b) The same, but for ventricular scar visualization. Scale bar-2 mm . 

• 
Spectral unmixing HSI composite image 

Component images 

(b) RGB image HSI composite image 

5mm 

FIGURE 2. The concept of hyperspectral imaging. (a) From left to right: Multiple spectral planes are acquired to form a hypercube. 
Principal component analysis Is used to create component images, which are then assigned pseudocolors and combined Into a 
composite image. (b) Surface of ablated human left atrium under UV light as seen by a naked eye (left) and a pseudo colored 
composite image after Auf-HSI (right). These images were acquired from excised human tissue using Nuance FX hyperspectral 
camera and objective. Details of this experiment can be found In our earlier publication (Muselimyan et a/.28 ). 
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filed cavities of the beating heart. In addition, in most 
cases, they call for the injection of a fluorescing con
trast agent. 

Multispectral and Hyperspectral Imaging 

These two imaging modalities combine the newest 
advances in optics and signal processing techniques to 
acquire and analyze spectra from each pixel of an image. 
It starts with the collection of individual images across 
many wavelengths under different illumination condi
tions. These images form a three-dimensional hyper
spectral hypercube, with two spatial dimensions and one 
spectral dimension (Fig. 2). By definition, when the 
number of wavelengths is large enough to reconstruct a 
continuous spectrum, then such an imaging modality is 
commonly referred to as hyperspectral imaging (HSI). 
However, if the number of collected spectral wave
lengths is discrete and the bands are wide and/or sepa
rated, it is then called multispectral imaging. 

Spectra from each pixel are extracted and matched 
to existing spectral libraries or, alternatively spectra 
are sorted using principal component analysis or other 
types of mathematical algorithms to reveal major 
spectral signatures in a sample.6'20 Based on the 
probability that the spectrum of an individual pixel 
matches a chosen target spectrum, a grey scale com
ponent image is then formed for each target. We create 
a composite image by combining two or more indi
vidual component images into a single image using 
pseudo colors. HSI and MSI are commonly used in art, 
geography, surveillance and material science to deter
mine concentrations of different materials by com
paring unknown spectra against pre-acquired spectral 
libraries.12•14•39 The use of these modalities biomedical 
applications is rapidly growing25 and includes cancer 
detection, wound healing and image guided cancer 
surgery.16•23 Their potential benefits for surgical 
treatment of cardiac arrhythmias are numerous. They 
include: (i) immediate, in-surgery information about 
necrotic or ischemic tissue, (ii) identification of edema 
that may cause temporary electrical isolation, (iii) 
visualization of scar tissue in both atria and ventricles, 
(iv) finding the presence of fat, thrombi, calcifications, 
amyloid accumulation or fibrosis. 

Here we would like to clarify our use of terms 
"hyper" vs. "multi". Multispectral imagery generally 
refers to 3 to 10 bands, while hyperspectral imagery 
consists of hundreds of 10--20 nm bands from which 
continuous spectra can be extracted. All our bench, 
pre-catheter data were acquired using a Nuance FX 
system that collects continuous spectra from 420 to 720 
nm with 2 to 10 nm resolution. That is why we use 
the term hyperspectral' when describing our findings. 
Our recent post-acquisition analysis of continuous 
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spectra from these hyperspectral datasets revealed the 
most informative wavelengths, allowing us to consider 
use of fewer and wider bands. 6, 19 In order not to 
confuse our readers by juggling between the two terms 
while referring to our previous publications and bench 
datasets, we decided to continue to refer to this tech
nology as hyperspectral, although the final iteration of 
the clinical device is most likely to be classified as 
'multispectral'. 

Hyperspectral Autofluorescence Imaging 

Hyperspectral imaging based on tissue autofluores
cence (Auf-HSI) is a subset of HSI. It employs illu
mination of the tissue surface with UV light while 
acquiring greyscale images across multiple spectral 
bands within the visible range. Autofluorescence 
spectra are then extracted from each pixel, sorted 
based on the differences in their normalized profiles, 
and assigned custom pseudocolors to reveal the desired 
targets. It is important to emphasize that by simply 
observing the image of cardiac surfaces under UV 
illumination one might not be able to visually distin
guish the above-mentioned features. It is the post-ac
quisition processing algorithms that turn Auf-HSI into 
a powerful diagnostic tool by revealing the subtle 
changes in normalized spectral profiles from individual 
pixels (Fig. 2b). Without post-processing, the abun
dance of highly reflective and autofluorescent endo
cardial collagen tends to obscure either scars or 
ablation-induced tissue changes. Therefore, our team 
focused specifically on Auf-HSI. In addition, we have 
previously shown that for the identification of cardiac 
targets it is superior to HSI analysis based on reflected 
white light.5 To this end we have published several 
studies that demonstrated the ability of Auf-HSI to 
outline the boundaries of ablation sites in the atria of 
large mammals, including human tissue18,28,29 and to 
identify a myocardial scar.5 A number of potential 
advantages for the use of the Auf-HSI in clinical set
tings exist. When compared to the MRI, C-arm CT, 
and contrast echocardiography, Auf-HSI should be 
able to detect scar or ablation-induced structural 
changes without the need for contrast agents. While 
MRI and C-arm CT could take up to 30-min to visu
alize cell necrosis, Auf-HSI provides immediate feed
back. When compared to echocardiography, Auf-HSI 
promises much better spatial resolution and a wider 
field-of-view. The latter is even truer when comparing 
Auf-HSI to optical coherence tomography (OCT), 
since catheter-based OCT does not inherently visualize 
over a wide-field.15 

In the following sections, design considerations and 
technical challenges encountered during the develop
ment of percutaneous catheters suitable for the Auf-

https://wide-field.15
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HSI inside a beating heart are discussed for each of the (a) 
catheter system's functionality. ~~I; 

CATHETER DESIGN-GENERAL 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Transvenous cardiac catheterization procedures 
impose two basic physical restrictions - catheter 
diameter and catheter flexibility-that conspire to 
substantially limit optical throughput in an intracar
diac imaging system. The primary components of the 
catheter used to perform imaging functions include an 
inflatable balloon that creates an optical window, a 
catheter body, and a catheter handle. Electrophysiol
ogy catheters for ablation and sensing are typically 7-
8Fr (2.3-2.7 mm) in diameter, and 8-12fr-compatible 
steerable sheaths are most commonly used for 
transseptal procedures. Thus we constrained the max
imum diameter of our balloon catheter to l0Fr (3.3 
mm). The catheter body includes a pathway to deliver 
light to the tissue and a return pathway for induced 
fluoresced tissue response. There are also structural 
components to navigate the catheter to the target tissue 
and to provide stable contact during imaging. An 
additional port is required for the flow of saline that 
inflates the balloon. Note that while the catheter body 
itself is only 7.5Fr in diameter (2.5 mm), it is the distal 
tip of the catheter that determines the maximum ca
theter diameter of I 0Fr where the balloon is adhered 
to the outside surface of the catheter body. Ultimately, 
there is a trade-off between functionality, flexibility, 
and cross-sectional area of each component in the 
dimensional limits of the percutaneous catheter. 

In their current configurations, the balloon catheter 
and RFA catheter will both fit in the left atrium (LA) 
at the same time. However, the balloon isn't intended 
to visualize the pulmonary vein during ablation, as 
doing so would compromise the irrigation perfor
mance of the RFA catheter, so the balloon catheter 
will be positioned in the pulmonary vein after the ab
lation catheter is withdrawn from direct contact with 
the ablated surface. Future evolution of the visualiza
tion catheter could incorporate electrodes on the bal
loon surface for ablation. 

Below we present an overview of the tested catheter 
designs and outline possible solutions to overcome 
technical challenges for each optical component. 

IMAGE ACQUISITION 

Once space within the catheter body is allocated for 
pull wires for steering (or for a guidewire lumen for 
over-the-wire delivery) and fluid delivery, very little 

Multi-Lumen Extrusion 
and Braided Sheath 

(b) 

FIGURE 3. A prototype of Auf-HSI catheter. (a) catheter 
handle with top cover removed. It shows two ports for 
lnsertable reusable optical fibers-one for light delivery and 
another for Image acquisition. Isolated guldewlre lumen 
allows for flushing and Injection of contrast. Braided sheath 
provides torsional rigidity and column strength. (b) From top 
to bottom: Coupler to connect image fiber to camera C-mount, 
syringe with saline to fill the balloon, compliant custom
shaped balloon, catheter handle. 

space remains for delivery of optical fibers to illumi
nate and acquire images (Fig. 3). On the illumination 
side, light must be delivered at the distal tip to irradiate 
the target tissue at energy levels sufficient for autoflu
orescence to be detected by optical sensors. On the 
detection side, the low light level of tissue autofluo
rescence must be collected using optical components 
with incredibly small apertures. Over the course of 
developing our prototypes, multiple irradiation and 
imaging approaches were attempted in order to opti
mize overall optical throughput and capture images of 
sufficient quality. In each case, special attention was 
given to the size and physical flexibility of potential 
solutions. 

Microminiature CMOS Cameras 

Advances in CMOS sensor technology has yielded 
extreme miniaturization of digital imaging systems, 
leading to the availability of cameras and integrated 
optics with diameters around 1 mm. The advantages of 
installing the entire imaging solution in the distal tip of 
the catheter are substantial. Catheter diameter would 
need only accommodate wires for camera power and 
communications, which would demand minimal space 
and would not notably impact flexibility. Unfortu
nately, the tested cameras including single-photon 
devices, did not provide sufficient sensitivity to capture 
autofluorescence exhibited by cardiac tissue. They re-
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main more suitable for reflectance-based imaging that 
involves white light illumination. Further, Auf-HSI 
requires the use of optical filtering in order to acquire 
spectral information for each pixel. This would require 
a tunable bandpass filter, which cannot be practically 
implemented in the distal tip of a l0Fr catheter using 
currently available technologies. 

Coherent Imaging Bundle 

An alternative solution is to place the camera and 
the filters at the proximal end of the catheter. This can 
be accomplished using coherent imaging bundles con
structed from thousands of individual optical fibers 
organized into a structured array. The bundle is 
equipped with a lens at the distal end to focus the 
image onto the bundle face, and with optics at the 
proximal end that transfer the images from the bundle 

(a) 

FIGURE 4. Input from the multlflber Imaging guide. (a) Gray 
scale Image of porcine atrial surface acquired vis catheter 
with balloon shaft within the view (left). The magnified area 
from the red square shows input signals from individual 
fibers (right). (b) UV-illuminated surface of ex vivo porcine 
atrial endocardium as seen vis multlflber Imaging guide (left, 
RGB image, scale bar 1 mm). On the right is the outcome of 
the spectral umixing of the corresponding 32-band 
hyperspectral dataset with red pseudocolor indicating the 
unablated tissue, green Indicating an ablation lesion. (c) Raw 
(left) and normallzed (right) spectra corresponding to the 
unablated (red) and ablated tissue shown in (b). Snapshots of 
the spectra as displayed by the Nuance FX HSI software 
interface (detailed unmixing protocol can be found in Gil 
et s/.18). 
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to a camera. Imaging bundles are constrncted with 
diameters of less than I mm and are commonly used in 
both medical and non-medical endoscopic imaging 
applications. The image guides used in our system were 
assembled by Zibra Corporation, using Fujikura 
FIGH-17-600O coherent imaging fibers. Each image 
guide comprises 17,000 individual fibers and together 
with the attached lens has an outer diameter of 0.8 mm 
(Fig. 4a). The spatial resolution is sufficient to observe 
lesions made by a standard clinical ablation catheters 
(Fig. 4b) allowing for a successful spectral unmixing 
(Fig. 4c). The assembled guide provides a 110-degree 
field of view in air, or 80-degree in saline (Fig. 5). The 
small diameter of this image guide makes it suitable for 
a l0Fr cardiac catheter. Its two main limitations are its 
limited bend radius of 30 mm, and the extremely small 
size of the lens. While the optics provide a very good 
depth of field (from 1 to 5 cm) their small size dra
matically limits the amount of light available for 
imaging. 

TISSUE ILLUMJNATION 

Given the limited light-gathering capability of the 
imaging system, it is desirable to deliver as much UV 
irradiance to the tissue to be imaged as possible. Two 
approaches to deliver irradiation include sourcing the 
light at the distal tip of the catheter, or to producing it 
externally and delivering it to the distal tip via optical 
fiber. 

Integrated Distal LEDs 

One way to source irradiance at the tip of the ca
theter is to mount discrete UV LEDs on a flexible 
circuit substrate and deploy them into the balloon. The 
use of UV LEDs on this scale requires direct die-attach 
and wirebonding to a circuit substrate. We fust tested 
this approach by prototyping it using a rigid format 
that was easier to assemble. The board included two 
white LEDs for visible-light imaging and 18 Fox 350 
nm LED die. In total, this UV LED array yielded only 
1.8 mW of optical power. When combined with the 
diffuse nature of the illuminating light, this was 
insufficient to elicit any measurable autofluorescence. 

The next iteration of the LED array employed four 
Roithner 365 nm LEDs for a total radiant flux of 
25 mW. Although this level of UV irradiance im
proved autofluorescence signals, the limited spectral 
purity of these LEDs made them unsuitable to perform 
HSI in the visible range. This is because the visible 
spectrum tail was comparable in magnitude to the 
tissue autofluorescence, thereby contaminating the 
image (Fig. 6a). 
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(a) 
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A close-up view 
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8mm Entrance to pulmonary vein 

FIGURE 5. Field-of-view from the tip of imaging fiber. (a) At a distance of 3 cm from a surface, the field-of-view is about 6 cm. (b) 
At a closer distance, a flsheye effect becomes more evident 

(a) 

·-

Visible content 
appears as white light 

(b) 

FIGURE 6. Use of UV LEDs for lllumlnatlon. (a) Use of Rolthner 365 nm LEDs yielded a poor contrast due to broadband, visible 
content In the LED spectrum, which overlapped with tissue autofluorescence signals. (b) Use of Rolthner LED die wire-bonded to 
PCB on distal tip of 20Fr catheter. LEDs were synchronized with camera exposure via custom controller with an off-the-shelf, semi
compliant balloon. 
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The third option was to use LEDs from Sensor 
Electronic Technology, Inc (SETI) (Fig. 6b). These 
LEDs had both the power and spectral purity suit
able for our application, but their commercial versions 
were provided in standard TO-39 packages, which at 8 
mm in length and diameter were too large and SETI 
declined to source bare die. Therefore, the integrated 
LED architecture was abandoned in favor of an 
external light source. 

External Light Sources 

Based on prototype experience with distally moun
ted LEDs, it was evident that many milliwatts of total 
radiant flux is necessary to elicit tissue autofluores
cence sufficient for Auf-HSI imaging. Due to the 
physics associated with the coupling of light into an 
optical fiber, it is not possible to inject this level of light 
into a small optical fiber using a diffuse light source, 
such as an LED. Thus it was necessary to use a 
coherent source, such as a laser, which could be fo
cused entirely onto the diameter of the fiber. UV light 
delivery via optical fiber proved to be very challenging, 
with four iterations of the fiber-based light guide 
required to achieve sufficient optical throughput 
(Fig. 7). Another challenge for catheter-based imaging 
is the subsequent distribution of that light over the 
tissue surface. Fiber suitable for carrying UV is limited 
to 0.37NA at best, which corresponds to a 44° field of 
irradiance without additional optics. To increase that 
angle to 100°, a custom UV light guide was developed 
by Zibra Corporation that uses 0.22NA fiber and a 
custom lens assembly. As a source we used a Coherent 
Genesis CX laser that produces 110 mW of continuous 

(a) 355nm laser 

LEDspectrum 

u 

., 

output at 355 nm. The coupling efficiency and losses 
within the light guide allowed for ~ 50% transmission 
efficiency, which permitted the delivery of > 50 mW 
of 355 nm irradiance to the tissue to be imaged. 

Issues with Laser Speckle 

The injection of laser light into a multi-mode fiber 
flattens the Gaussian intensity profile of the source 
beam, without reducing laser speckle. Incorporation of 
dynamic diffusers (Optotune, Dietikon, Switzerland) 
and the use of piezo elements to vibrate the optical 
fiber to change the speckle pattern at a rate above the 
integration time of the imaging system significantly 
reduced the undesirable speckle effect. However, while 
speckle was visually apparent when irradiating a 
smooth, uniformly fluorescent surface (Fig. 8), its im
pact was negligible when illuminating a highly variable 
myocardial surface. Furthermore, since the use of 17 k 
multimode fiber yields roughly a 130 x 130 pixel 
image, its low resolution is not sufficient to distinguish 
features as fine as the grain of the laser speckle. 
Therefore, given the limited utility of speckle reduction 
within the current prototype, it was eliminated to 
minimize the irradiance losses associated with its 
implementation. 

Addressing Possible Dangers of UV fllumination 

To the best of our knowledge there are no available 
published data regarding UV sensitivity of myo
cardium since there is no reason to think that such 
exposure would ever occur. The only available source 
of data regarding the effects of UV on living tissue are 

(b) 

.. 

.. 

.. 
OJ 

., 

.. 
ol---.-t!..L.1.---.::....-----------,.. ... ... ... ... 

FIGURE 7. Use of 355 nm laser for illumination. (a) Spectra of Roithner LED vs. 355 nm OBIS Coherent laser. (b) Visual 
appearance of the balloon part of the catheter with partially inserted illumination fiber (top) vs. fully inserted fiber (bottom). 
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Without Speckle Reduction With Speckle Reduction 

FIGURE 8. Laser illumination and issue of laser speckle. (a) UV is delivered via a single 200-mlcron multimode optical fiber, 
~tHizin_g a_300 µm sapphire lens assembly to spread the light onto the target tissue. (b) Bench testing setup of laser Intensity and 
light d1str1bution. (c, d) Use of a piezoelectric transducer to vibrate the laser delivery fiber minimizes the laser speckle. 

the studies that involve skin. Ultraviolet radiation 
produces two adverse effects in skin tissue----erythema 
and photocarcinogenesis. Two standards established 
by CIE International Commission on Illumination 
standards specify action spectra for each of these ef
fects: ISO 17166:1999 for the erythema, and ISO 
28077:2006 for the photocarcinogenesis. These two 
standards summarize the findings of general photobi
ology literature regarding skin sensitivity to ultraviolet 
light. Our analysis of the irradiance at 355 to 365 nm 
using against these standards suggests that the levels of 
UV utilized for imaging are significantly lower than 
thresholds of UV that can damage the skin (See Ap
pendix for detailed calculations). 

It is important to also note that the range of 
wavelengths best suitable to elicit endogenous 
myocardial fluorescence is between 340 and 380 nm. 
This falls in what is called 'soft UV' or UV A range 
(315-400 nm). Compared to UVB or UVC, the UVA 

exposure causes the least damage due to longer wave
length, which translates to lower photon energy. 

HYPERSPECTRAL MODALITY TO REVEAL 
LESION FEATURES 

In order to compose a hyperspectral dataset, one 
has to place a set of filters in front of the camera/sensor 
in order to collect individual images at djfferent 
wavelengths. Our first approach relied on a commer
cial Nuance FX hyperspectral imaging system from 
PerkinElmer that uses an integrated liquid crys
tal tunable filter. The second approach utilized an 
Andor Ultra 897 camera coupled to a filter wheel with 
six discrete bandpass filters. For both approaches, the 
fiber image guide was connected via a custom C-mount 
coupler (Fig. 3b). 
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Nuance FX HSI System 

The low optical throughput afforded by the limited UV 
irradiance available at the distaJ tip of the catheter, the low 
quantum efficiency of tissue autofluorescence, and the 
small aperture of the fiber image guide was further 
d~reased due to the attenuation inherent to the liq
rud crystal tunable filter. To acquire a measurable number 
of photons, longer integration times were employed ( up to 
1 min) yielding good quality HSI data for immobilized or 
excised cardiac tissue. However, such low frame rates are 
incompatible with in vivo imaging of a beating heart. Thus, 
a systematic analysis was conducted to identify a few 
specific wavelengths that could be used to reveal the lesions 
without the necessity of acquiring high-resolution Auf
HSI datacubes.6 We were able to reduce the original 
hypercube consisting of 32 spectral images to a much 
smaller one comprising only 3-4 spectral images without a 
s!gnificant reduction in the ability of the unmixing algo
rithms to reveal the lesions. A smaller number of images 
within the cube allowed a dramatically reduction of the 
acquisition time of the hypercube. However, the sensitivity 
of the Nuance FX system was still not sufficient to produce 
hypercubes that can be acquired within the diastolic 
interval of a beating heart (200-300 ms). 

Use of Filter Wheel and Gating 

The critical wavelengths identified in our publica
tions6•19 enabled the implementation of discrete filters 
in a filter wheel in place of a tunable filter (Fig. 9a). 
The use of discrete filters significantly increased the 
amount of light incident on the camera sensor, yet the 
integration times were still too long to fit into a dias
t?lic window of 200-300 ms. To increase integration 
tlfile, we developed custom gating hardware to monitor 
the body's surface electrogram and synchronize the 
camera and filter wheel with the heartbeat (Fig. 9b). 
The hardware analyzed the electrogram and triggered 
image acquisition in the time period between the T
wave and the next QRS complex. After exposure was 
complete, the hardware advanced the filter wheel 
during the QRS complex and T-wave so that the sys
tem would be prepared to image again prior to the next 
cardiac cycle. Using this synchronization method, the 
system was able to capture multiple successive images 
of cardiac tissue inside of a beating heart with suffi
ciently low integration time to produce usable data. 

POSITIONING OF THE CATHETER 

To be used in AF ablation procedures, the catheter 
must be maneuvered through the vasculature via a 
transfemoral approach, and into the left atrium via a 
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transseptal puncture in order to evaluate cardiac tissue 
before and after RF ablation. This can be accom
plished either with a catheter that rides over a guide
wire that is placed in the pulmonary veins trans
septally, or with a catheter that incorporates a steering 
mechanism. We considered the advantages and draw
backs of both options. 

Over-the-Wire Based Design 

Guidewires for typical ablation catheters are 0.035 
inches or 0.9 mm in diameter. The use of a 0.035" 
guidewire requires a lumen running the entire length of 
the catheter which spans approximately 1/3 of the I 0Fr 
diameter. While this takes a large portion of available 
space, it is a simple lumen that does not require 
additional architecture to deliver the distal end of the 
catheter to the target location. In addition, over-the
guidewire catheters limit risk for puncturing the tissue 
since the catheter tip is riding over a wire and thus not 
c~nt~cting tissue surface directly. The use of a guide
Wire 1s a safe and easy access technique allowing for the 
catheter to be advanced through the vasculature to 
bring the optical window into contact with the ostia of 
the pulmonary veins. Moreover, since the catheter will 
be used to examine tissue before and after ablation it 
is essential that the location of the optical window 'be 
the same before and after tissue is ablated. Using an 
over-the-wire delivery solution allows for the catheter 
to be placed for imaging of the tissue prior to ablating, 
retracted during ablation, and then returned to the 
same location post ablation. A guidewire delivery 
system thus ensures repeatable location of the catheter 
before and after lesion creation. However, there are 
three main drawbacks of guidewire-based catheter 
design. The first is that its positioning is limited to the 
location of the guidewire. The second is that the 
guidewire lumen runs through the optical window and 
thus obscures some of the visual path. And the third is 
that guidewire-based delivery is well-suited for targets 
around the ostia of pulmonary veins, but not neces
sarily for other intracardiac locations. 

Steerable Design 

Ther~ _are two main upsides of steerable design: (1) 
the pos1t10n of the catheter is not limited to the loca
tion of the guidewire, and (2) it allows for a balloon 
support structure that does not partially block the field 
of view (more below). On the other hand, a steerable 
design increases the complexity of the catheter and 
handle design. It also can increase the risk of a punc
ture of. the catheter through the myocardium during 
the delivery procedure and catheter positioning. A 
steerable catheter will require pull wires to run the 
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FIGURE 9. Use of filter wheel and ECG gating. (a) Hardware configuration that uses a filter wheel in front of the camera. (b) A 
diagram to illustrate how ECG gating was used to control filter wheel. 

entire length of the catheter to a fixed structure, often a 
ring or laser cut hypotube, in the tip of the catheter. A 
structure called a fulcrum which transitions the stiffer 
portion of the catheter into a more flexible tip can 
provide the bend point for the catheter to deflect, 
allowing it to be steered to the target tissue location. 
The wires occupy less cross-sectional area of the ca
theter than the guidewire lumen previously discussed. 
However, the steering ring and fulcrum structures at 
the distal end would require a larger portion of the 
available cross-sectional area thus limiting the place
ment of other structures. In addition, returning to the 
exact location prior to removing the catheter with a 

steerable system would likely require mapping capa
bilities which would increase overall complexity and 
require additional catheter space for the navigation 
sensor. 

Stabilization and Maneuverability 

Several other structural components are required in 
order to transmit both torque and axial force from the 
handle through the catheter shaft to the distal tip of the 
catheter. These structures are independent from any 
steering or over-the-wire capabilities and are essential 
to positioning the distal end of the catheter for illu-
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mi.nation and image acquisition. These structures are 
common to intravascular catheters and are composed 
of a stack of internal polymers, layered with structural 
coils or braids, and coated with polymer jackets. The 
internal architecture may be single lumens or a multi
lumen extrusion for delivery of the illumination and 
image guides, fluid, guidewire, or steering wires. The 
coil or braided structure is designed to transmit torque 
and axial force through the catheter body to the distal 
end of the catheter, thereby providing stability to the 
optical window and the ability to maneuver through a 
tortuous pathway to target tissue. Finally, the jacket
ing bonds the torque material and provides a smooth 
external surface to protect the vasculature along the 
delivery pathway of the catheter. These structures 
consume additional area from the l0Fr envelope of the 
catheter cross section. The materials and dimensions 
we used to date were comparable to commercially 
available I0Fr catheters with similar vasculature nav
igation requirements. Future efforts could include the 
use of improved materials (thinner wires and polymers) 
which still provide acceptable structural performance. 

OPTICAL WINDOW 

The distal portion of the catheter is comprised of an 
optical window which is realized as an expandable 
urethane balloon filled with saline. Once inside the left 
atrium, the balloon is inflated to a target diameter and 
then advanced to contact with the target pulmonary 
vein ostium to be imaged. The saline-filled balloon 
displaces the blood from the field of view and provides 
an optically clear window from the end of the optical 
guides in the catheter to the target tissue. 

Saline-Based Inflation and Balloon Support 

To date, we've made several custom-shaped bal
loons that can circumferentially contact the pulmonary 
vein ostium over a range of pulmonary vein sizes. The 
imaging optics are designed such that the field of view 
will cover the area of the balloon that contacts tissue at 
the largest possible vein size, and the depth of field 
extends from the nearest possible tissue location to 
beyond the tip of the balloon (Fig. 5). Image correc
tion to account for fisheye effect seen in Fig. 5 could be 
easily implemented post acquisition by applying Fish
eye-Hemi from Imagio or any other commercial image 
processing filters. Interestingly, the need for such cor
rection was not raised by users of other types of 
imaging catheters, such as the CardioFocus 
HeartLight. 13 

The custom-made balloons were molded from a 
medical grade urethane that can transform from a less 
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FIGURE 10. Custom balloons. (a) CAD model of PV anatomy, 
custom compliant urethane balloons designed to fit the 
pulmonary veins of human hearts (left) and porcine hearts 
(right). (b) Drawings of different balloon shapes for specific 
anatomical locations. 

than lOFr delivery/extraction diameter to a targeted 
expanded diameter of about 10-20 mm (Fig. l0a). The 
balloon structure adds to the catheter diameter on the 
distal end of the catheter only. However, two addi
tional lumens running through the entire catheter 
structure are required for delivery and return of the 
saline to inflate and deflate the balloon. In order to 
keep fluid backpressure to reasonable levels, these lu
mens require only about 8% of the I0Fr cross-sec
tion. Once inflated, the balloon is pressed against the 
myocardial tissue to maximize the displacement of 
optically dense blood. In the current design, this is 
accomplished by the balloon being structurally sup
ported by a guidewire running through the central axis 
of the balloon structure. The downside of such a design 
is a decreased field of view (Fig. 4a). In order to re
move the central support structure from the balloon, 
an additional structure would have to be included to 
provide axial stability when the balloon is pressed 
against the myocardium for imaging and for stabi
lization of the surface during the cardiac cycle. This is 
because the compliant and flexible nature of the bal
loon prevents it from transmitting axial force from the 
catheter sufficient to maintain stability. Future cathe
ter designs might include an expandable collar-like 
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support structure that can be deployed on the outside 
of the balloon to allow for axial load transmission 
while not obscuring the optical view. The ability to 
accomplish this type of support would allow for 
imaging of other endocardial tissue away from the PV 
ostium (Fig. l0b). Such a structure would still be 
required to fit within the l0Fr diameter and provide 
acceptable maneuverability. 

Balloon Material 

The material used to date was an ultra-compliant 
urethane ordered custom from Nordson Medical. Its 
advantages include its being atraumatic and safe on the 
cardiac surfaces and its ability to conform to the PV 
orifice without excessive displacement or distortion of 
tissue, which is a desirable procedural safety consid
eration. An additional increase of balloon pressure 
results in a larger diameter and increased field of view. 
The downside of this material is an autofluorescence 
profile that largely overlaps with tissue autofluores
cence in both excitation and emission ranges, which 
significantly diminishes the ability of HSI to unmix 
autofluorescence spectra. Unfortunately, while 
searching for alternatives, we encountered a near 
complete lack of published information on the aut
ofluorescence of polymers used for medical balloons. 
Therefore, we are currently examining several suit
able balloon materials to identify polymers with im
proved fluorescent profiles for future iterations of the 
Auf-HSI catheter. 

Other Issues 

The use of UV light required special attention to 
material characteristics throughout the catheter. The 
entire assembly process ensured that no adhesives or 
other assembly materials were present anywhere in the 
optical path where they may contribute unwanted 
stray autofluorescence to the imaging data. This was of 
particular importance for structures within the field of 
view itself. Therefore, the central support structure of 
the balloon it was jacketed in polyamide in order to 
reduce its autofluorescence. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

As discussed earlier, the primary limitation on sys
tem performance is optical throughput. It is influenced 
both by the available irradiance and by the light
gathering ability of the imaging system. As such, the 
most significant improvements in optical system per
formance of the device will result from advances in 
these areas. 

Increasing Irradiance 

Assuming the field of view is fixed, the only way to 
improve irradiance is to increase the amount of optical 
flux delivered to the tissue-be it LED or laser-based 
illumination. Advances in LED technology have pro
vided high power density UV LEDs. SETi remains the 
best source for UV diodes, and while their off-the-shelf 
components provide substantial total power, they are 
currently too large to fit at the distal tip of a catheter. 
However, custom diodes or use of diode dies could 
potentially provide enough power in a smaller form. 
Increasing laser power is another likely path to success. 
When we started to develop our prototypes, 110 mW 
was the highest power level available for a 355 nm 
laser. Coherent now offers the same laser system at 
250 mW. This will more than double the tissue irra
diance from its current 4.5 to 10 mW/cm 2, and thus the 
total optical throughput of the system. 

Image Acquisition 

A few years ago, the Andor ix.on 897 camera rep
resented state-of-the-art technology. Based on the 
specifications of its successor-the Ultra 888-it ap
pears that the notable improvement offered by the 
newer camera is higher resolution, and not improved 
sensitivity. Since our imaging resolution is limited by 
~he pixel resolution of the fiber imaging bundle, 
rncreased sensor resolution, alone, would not improve 
system performance in any meaningful way. The best 
~ay ~o improve optical throughput on the imaging side 
1s to mcrease the size of the imaging optics at the distal 
tip of the catheter. The most obvious implementation 
of this would be to increase the diameter of the fiber 
image guide and its distal lens assembly. The larger 
?iamet~r optics wou~d gather more light, thereby 
rncreasmg overall optical throughput. The drawbacks 
to this are twofold: the first is a reduction in catheter 
flexibility, and the second is a decrease in available 
space inside the catheter body. The former could be 
addressed through the use of leached fiber bundles 
which provide increased flexibility, though at a much 
higher cost. The latter, unfortunately, would need to be 
addressed by increasing catheter size-unless other 
components of the system are eliminated as discussed 
below. However, the past several years have seen an 
increase in the acceptable size of catheters used for 
atrial fibrillation treatment. The Medtronic Arctic 
Front cryoablation catheter, for example, now enjoys 
broad acceptance despite its 12Fr diameter. Though 
far less common than Arctic Front, CardioFocus' 
HeartLight catheter is similarly sized, and is also in 
use. The growing popularity of these newer catheters in 
spite of their large diameter in comparison with tra-
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ditional 7-8Fr point ablation catheters suggests that 
the diameter of our Auf-HSI imaging catheter could 
increase to 12Fr with no market penalty. This increase 
in allowable maximum diameter would allow for the 
catheter extrusion to increase from 2. 5 to 
3.2 mm-providing considerably more space for optics 
as well as steering mechanics that might allow for 
changes in the distal tip to reduce the interference of 
balloon support structure with imaging field of view. 

Removing Reusable Components 

It is possible to increase the size of the distal 
imaging optics while maintaining the same fiber guide 
diameter. Doing so would eliminate the option of 
having the image guide be removable and reusable, 
dramatically increasing the cost of the catheter. This 
approach would also eliminate the option of over-the
wire delivery of the catheter, and would instead require 
the catheter to be steerable. This would not dramati
cally affect the usability of the catheter, but it would 
further increase the cost due to the added mechanical 
complexity in the catheter handle and body attendant 
with steerability. 

Multifunctionality 

Future improvements to the system could include 
dual functionality for each feature within the catheter. 
For example, the ability to use fixed optical guides that 
can provide structural rigidity or torque transmission 
along the length of the catheter could reduce the need 
for structural wire or coils in the catheter stackup. 
Cross sectional area of the lumens may then be re
duced since the insertion and removal of these com
ponents would no longer be required. The current price 
of optical guide components makes such an improve
ment a costly proposition. However, it is possible that 
these components will become more affordable and 
could be disposed with the catheter body after each 
use. Alternatively, future efforts could be aimed at 
using structural components within the system to 
provide ablation therapy in addition to the imaging 
functionality, since market sensitivity to cost is con
siderably lower for therapeutic catheters as compared 
to diagnostic-only catheters. Another route could be 
adding HSI functionality to the currently available 
balloon-based system such as CardioFocus that em
ploys a visible laser to ablate the tissue. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Using our current version of the catheter we were 
able to distinguish cardiac targets with large differences 
in their autofluorescence profiles both ex vivo (Figs. 4b 
and 4c) and in vivo.38 However long overall acquisi
tion times (on the order of seconds for each spectral 
band) were required to visualize these targets, or 
spectral signatures were quite noisy. The catheter must 
be able to collect more light to improve its spectral 
unmixing capacity and to obtain images in a shorter 
amount of time since in-vivo movement of the heart 
severely constrains the acquisition times. Our bench 
data and all the technical improvements that we can 
foresee makes us confident that getting more light is an 
achievable goal. Improved optical throughput would 
reduce imaging noise by allowing for reduced camera 
sensor gain. While there is no specific target for 
throughput improvement, upgrading the laser alone 
could double the irradiance, which would allow for 
half the sensor gain with the same integration time. 
Increasing the diameter of the coherent imaging bundle 
would further improve the device's light gathering 
capability. Newer balloon materials should be used in 
place of autofluorescent urethane and our team was 
able to successfully identify such materials (Asfour 
et al., in preparation). Lastly, a highly promising 
direction is to move to multispectral acquisition using 
fewer and wider spectral bands. Selection of such 
bands can be determined by computational analysis of 
comprehensive spectral information acquired using 
ex vivo hyperspectral imaging setups that are not 
subject to the above noted light limitations bands. 6, 19 

Hyperspectral and multispectral imaging provides 
the ability to greatly enhance the contrast between 
spectrally different components. In addition, it can 
reveal features otherwise invisible to a naked eye. The 
development of ever more sensitive cameras, recent 
advances in tunable filters, fiber bundles, and other 
optical and computational components makes it pos
sible to envision percutaneous catheters capable of 
acquiring hyperspectral hypercubes, including the ones 
based on autofluorescence, in real-time. This opens the 
door for widespread use of the this methodology for 
high-resolution intraoperative imaging of internal tis
sues and organs-including cardiovascular applica
tions. Once fully developed, percutaneous 
hyper/multispectral catheters can also be used for non
cardiac surgeries or any diagnostic procedures in which 
there is limited visual contrast. Our team is truly ex
cited about this technology and its clinical promise. 
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED ERYTHEMA ANALYSIS 
The basic, driving characteristics of the optical system pertaining to illumination exposure are: 

Excitation wavelength, fiber diameter, and emitted laser power at the distal tip of the catheter: 
Aex = 355nm 
rFoi = 2cm • tan( 40°) = 1.68cm 
?LASER = 2S0mW • 60% = lS0mW 

The total irradiance at the tissue is defined by the laser power and the area over which it is distributed. 
Ac = rr • (rFoI ) 2 = 8.85cm2 

P mW WE = LASER= 17-- = 170-
uv Ac cmz mz 

Per ISO 17166:1999, the erythema reference action spectrum for UVA radiation (315nm - 400nm) is 

defined ass ('A)= lOO.OIS(140-A) where>,. is in nm. 
er ' 

serO.) = 100.01sc140-.:l)= o.000596 

One erythemal quantity is defined as 

<D= 1004. 
m 

The erythemal dose over a period of tseconds is defined, in standard erythemal dose, or SEO, as 
_ Euv •Ser(Aex) • t( ) Her t - <P 

Rearranging this equation to solve for time as a function of SEO gives 
SED •<D 

texp(SED) = E . s (A )
UV er ex 

The ISO 17166:1999 action spectrum is normalized to 298nm, at which wavelength, per CIE 106:1993, 

the minimum erythemal dose, or MED, is 350-430_L__ (p.16,Table 1). This equates to 3.5 to 4.3 SEO. 
2 

m 

Per ISO 17166, Fitzpatrick skin types (phototypes) I - IV would encompass a range of 1.5 to 6 SEO. 
Using the minimum value for the most sensitive skin phototype yields: 

w
1.5 • 100- 2 

texp (1.5) = W m = 1,480 sec 
170- 2 • 0.000596 m 

Thus, a CIE 106 MED of 1.5 equates to an exposure time of 1,480 seconds, or almost 25 minutes if 
myocardium is assumed to be as sensitive to 355nm irradiance as the most sensitive of skin types. 
Since imaging of a pulmonary vein will require an order of magnitude less time than this, myocardium 
exposure to 355nm should not result in any tissue damage. 




